In practice the hypothesis that x(uv) # ~(u'v) for some conjugate U' of u is almost always satisfied. When x is faithful and u = v-r, then this just asserts that u does not belong to the center of G (though it is an easy exercise to give a direct proof of the theorem in this case).
We shall derive Theorem 1 from a general result (Theorem 2) about common constituents of permutation characters. This result is formulated in terms of characters of centralizer rings, and its proof is based upon the consideration of certain triple products of idempotents in centralizer rings.
We have taken this opportunity to give a proof of the Krein condition announced in [9] , in order to make the additional observation that the coefficients c,,~ which appear there also carry information on constituents of character products (Theorem 3). Again, this is in terms of characters of centralizer rings. As an application (Corollary 2) we prove a conjecture of Smith [lo, p. 231: If x, 5 are the nonprincipal of a primitive rank 3 group G of even order, then the restrictions of x, 5 to a point-stablilizer G, have a nonprincipal irreducible constituent in common. Also, we obtain under the same hypothesis a further condition on the Higman parameters (Corollary l), namely, the inequality LEONARD L. SCOTT
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If G acts on a finite set 9 we let 0, ,..., 0, denote the orbits of G on Q x Q!, and A, ,..., A, denote the associated standard basis matrices for the (complex) centralizer ring C V = @V(G, Q). VI :e recall that Ai is a matrix of zeros and ones with a nonzero entry in the 01, /3 position for exactly those pairs (01, ,kI) which belong to the orbit Oi . If G is transitive, the subdegree ni associated with Oi is the cardinality of O,(a) = {p E Q 1 (01, p) E O,}, where cz is any element of Q.
The degree n is the cardinality of Sz. Thus the space @Qe,ee, is L-stable and contains a nonprincipal constituent. On the other hand we have @Qe,ee, C CQe,; CQe,ee, is a homomorphic image of CQe, = CT, via multiplication by ee, , and CQe,ee, is contained in the homomorphic image CQee, of CQe. Since the latter affords a multiple of x IL. , it follows that n1 , Da , x IL have a common constituent # lL .
To prove (*) we recall our hypothesis that there exist orbits Oi , Oi of G on Q x Q such that 1 and 2 are satisfied. Let (01, /I) E Oi . By a direct (and trivial) matrix computation, the OL, /3 entry of eree, is (x(1)/n) (c(A,)*/n,); similarly if (a', /3') E Oj n I', x r, the (cx', /3') en r in eree, is (x(1)/n) (<(A,)*/nj). Since L t y is transitive on r, we can choose 01 = 01'. Now oLe1ee2 E CSZe,ee, but oLeree2 $ Cc2 We summarize our remarks in a theorem. The proof follows from our preceding discussion. We remark that (b) is a version of the Krein condition as stated in [9] , since &(u,.,) can be shown to be a positive multiple of the coefficient cTSt in the multiplicity-free case. 
